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Abstract

while maintaining the speaker-independent component. An autoencoder network architecture is generally adopted to learn
a latent space for speaker-independent representation and a
speaker vector is utilized to control the generated speaker identity. To learn the latent representation in a continuous feature
space, variational autoencoder (VAE) [15, 16], CycleVAE [17]
and autoVC [18] are proposed. While, vector quantised VAE
(VQ-VAE) [19] is proposed to learn a discrete latent representation. Among the non-parallel VC approaches, phonetic posteriorgram (PPG) based VC approaches [20, 21, 22] is one of
the most popular, where a automatic speech recognition (ASR)
system is used to encoded the speech into frame-level speaker
independent phonetic representations. A conversion model is
trained to learn a mapping between the PPGs to target speech
features.

This paper presents the NUS & NWPU voice conversion system for Voice Conversion Challenge 2020. Our submission is
a Phonetic PosteriorGram (PPG) based voice conversion system, which consists of three modules, including PPG extractor,
feature conversion and converted speech signal generation modules. Firstly, a PPG extractor is adopted to extract the speaker
independent content features from a speech signal. Then, an
encoder-decoder based feature conversion model is used to predict the converted features with the PPG inputs. Finally, a multiband WaveRNN is utilized to generate the time-domain speech
signal from the converted features. The same implementation
is used for both intra-lingual and cross-lingual voice conversion
tasks. Evaluation results demonstrated the effectiveness of our
proposed system.
Index Terms: Voice conversion, intra-lingual, cross-lingual,
Phonetic PosteriorGram (PPG), encoder-decoder, multi-band
WaveRNN

Vocoder plays a crucial role to generate the speech waveform from the converted speech features. It affects the quality of converted speech significantly. Typically, parametric
vocoders, e.g. STRAIGHT [23] and WORLD [24], are used
in conventional VC system. However, such vocoders are generally designed based on simplified assumptions, which limits the quality of generated speech. To deal with such drawbacks, various neural vocoders have been proposed for high
quality speech generation. Neural vocoder is a generative neural network, which is able to directly model the relationships
among time-domain speech samples in a data-driven manner.
Autoregressive based neural vocoder is one of the most successful approaches, e.g. WaveNet [25], WaveRNN [26, 27]
and LPCNet [28]. Recently, some non-autoregressive based
neural vocoders have also been proposed, e.g. flow-based
vocoders [29], neural source-filter based vocoder [30] and
GAN-based vocoders [31, 32, 33].

1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) aims to transform the speaker identity
from a source speech to a specific target, while maintaining the
language content. Typically, a VC system mainly consists of
two modules, feature conversion module and vocoder. The feature conversion module is used to transform the speech features
of source speaker to that of the target, while a vocoder is used to
reconstruct time-domain speech signal with converted features.
With the assumption of the parallel data (the content of
source and target speech are the same) is available, various feature conversion techniques are proposed, e.g. Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [1, 2, 3], frequency warping [4, 5, 6],
exemplar-based methods [7, 8, 9] and neural network based
methods [10, 11]. However, such parallel data is not always
available in practice. In order to handle non-parallel data scenarios, non-parallel VC techniques are studied. The INCA
algorithm [12] was proposed to align the non-parallel source
and target data iteratively. However, the conversion performance was affected by the inaccurate alignment. Recently, generative adversarial network (GAN) based approaches are proposed for non-parallel data VC. For example, cycle-consistent
generative adversarial network (CycleGAN) [13] is studied for
one-to-one mapping. While StarGAN [14] is able to perform
many-to-many conversion. An alternative idea is to disentangle the speaker-dependent component (speaker identity) from
the speaker-independent component (speech content). During
conversion, only the speaker-dependent component is converted

In this paper, we present our PPG-based average modeling approach for both intra- and cross-lingual VC tasks of VCC
2020 [34]. Specifically, we use an encoder-decoder architecture
for feature conversion and WaveRNN-based neural vocoder for
converted speech generation. The encoder is based on a CBHG
architecture, while the recurrent neural network (RNN) is utilized for decoder. An autoregressive generation is utilized to
improve the quality of predicted features. To leverage the public available data and reduce the requirement of target speech,
average model based approach is chose in our system. The average model is trained with a multi-speaker database, where a
speaker vector is utilized as an auxiliary input to control the
speaker identity. Then we adapt a general model towards the
target with a small amount of target data. Finally, a multi-band
WaveRNN is used for high quality converted speech generation.
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The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we present the framework of the submitted system. The system
implementation is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 and Section
5 are the evaluation results and conclusion.

CBHG

2. Framework of proposed system
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In this section, we will briefly introduce the framework of our
proposed PPG with average modeling VC system. The proposed framework is presented in Fig. 1, which consists of three
steps: (a) average conversion model training, (b) target speaker
adaptation and (c) run-time conversion. The details will be described as follows.
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Figure 2: The network architecture of conversion model.
Table 1: Hyper-parameters and network architectures.“convk-c-ReLU” denotes 1-D convolution with width k and c output
channels with ReLU activation. FC stands for fully-connected.
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Figure 1: System diagram of proposed voice conversion system.
SI stands for speaker-independent.

Encoder CBHG

As shown in Fig. 1(a), during training, two types of features, the speaker independent linguistic feature PPG and the
speaker dependent acoustic feature Mel-spectrum, are extracted
from the multi-speaker corpus. As PPG and Mel-spectrum
are extracted from the same utterance, these two feature sequences are initially aligned. Then, the average model is trained
to model the relationship between PPG and the corresponding
Mel-specturm. An one-hot speaker ID is utilized to control the
speaker identity. For a specific target speaker, we adjust the
trained SI average model by a small amount of target data, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). After adaptation, the conversion model of
target speaker is obtained.
At run-time (Fig. 1(c)), given a source speech, we first extract the source PPG and feed it with target speaker ID into the
target conversion model to predict the converted Mel spectrogram. Finally, a trained WaveRNN vocoder is used to reconstruct the time-domain signal from the converted Mel spectrogram.
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VC tasks, e.g. intra-lingual [35, 21] and cross-lingual [36, 37]
VC.
In this work, the ASR model is utilized to extract speakerindependent linguistic content features. The ASR network contained 4 gated recurrent unit (GRU) layers with 512 hidden units
in each layer followed by a fully connection bottleneck layer
with 256 hidden unites and a soft-max output layer. The 256dimensional bottleneck feature, represented the content information, is used for conversion model training. As the source
speech of both tasks are English, a English PPG extractor is
used in our system. Specifically, the clean subsets of Librispeech corpus [38] are used to train the PPG extractor, which
consists of 460 hours training data from 1172 speakers. 39dimensional MFCC are extracted using a 25 ms hamming window with 5 ms shift. The soft-max output layer was 3392, representing 3392 senones. The frame accuracy of the ASR system
is 65.26%.

3. System implementation
Our proposed system mainly consists of three modules, PPG
extractor, feature conversion module and neural vocoder. In the
following subsections, we summarize the each of these modules.
3.1. PPG Extractor
Phonetic PosteriorGram (PPG), an intermediate result of automatic speech recognition (ASR), represents the phonetic content at frame level. As ASR is designed as a speaker invariant
system, the extracted PPGs are also considered to be speaker
independent. Due to it speaker-independent property, PPGsbased VC has been successfully applied for non-parallel data

3.2. Conversion model
As shown in Fig.2, an encoder-decoder architecture is employed
for conversion model. Following the setting of Tacotron [39],
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we use CBHG module as the encoder, which consists of a set
of 1D convolutional layers, followed by a multi-layer highway
network [40] and a bidirectional GRU layer. As the PPGs and
the acoustic features are initially aligned, the attention mechanism is not used in our conversion model. In order to control the speaker identity, a one-hot speaker ID is utilized as
an auxiliary input of encoder. Specifically, the speaker ID is
firstly mapped to high-level representations through three distinct fully-connected (FC) layers. Then the three representations are concatenated with the CNN output, the gate of the
highway layer, and the initial state of the GRU, respectively.
The decoder consisted of a prenet, a decode recurrent neural
network (RNN), a linear projection and a postnet. To further
improve the generated speech quality, an autoregressive generFigure 3: Average naturalness MOS results of different teams
ation is utilized.
Figure 2.1: Naturalness results for task 1. MOS scores are arranged in accordance with their mean (red dot).
for intra-lingual VC (Task1). Our team is T25.
Both VCTK [41] and VCC 2020 corpora are used for model
training. 80-dimensional mel-spectrograms with 5 ms frame
shift was used as acoustic features. All the audio files are sampled at 24 kHz. The detailed network architecture and hyper!27
parameters are presented in Table 1.
3.3. Neural Vocoder
To reconstruct waveform from the generated mel-spectrograms,
we build a multi-band WaveRNN [26] based vocoder from
the ground-truth mel-spectrograms, which can effectively reduce the computational cost compared to the full-band WaveRNN [27]. The architecture of the multi-band WaveRNN is
similar to the conventional one [27], where a GRU layer contains 1024 units followed by three feed-forward layers with 512
units are utilized to predict 4 band signals. We firstly adopt
all the training data to obtain a speaker-independent WaveRNN
model. For each target, we use the target mel-spectrograms generated from training data to fine-tune the basic model.

2.2. Similarity results of the target speaker for task 1.
FigureFigure
4: Average
similarity results of different teams for intralingual
VCscores
(Task1).
Our team
is T25. with their mean (red dot).
Similarity
are arranged
in accordance

4. Evaluations and results

!28

and Parallel WaveGAN, while T22 [43] is a cascaded ASR and
TTS system. For both tasks, our system is denoted as T25.

4.1. VCC 2020
VCC 2020 consists of two tasks, which are intra-lingual VC
and cross-lingual VC. The intra-lingual task requires participants build a VC system with a small semi-parallel database.
While, cross-lingual VC is supposed to be a more challenging
task, where the source and target speakers utter different languages. The VC system should be capable of handling completely nonparallel training over different languages.
For intra-lingual VC task, it includes 4 English source
speakers and 4 English target speakers. Each speaker contained 70 utterances, where 20 sentences are parallel and the
content of the other 50 sentences are different. In total, there
are 4 × 4 = 16 conversion pairs. For cross-lingual VC task,
it consists of 4 English source speakers and 6 target speakers
with different languages, including 2 Finish speakers, 2 German speakers and 2 Mandarin speakers. Each speaker consists
of 70 utterances. There are totally 4 × 6 = 24 conversion pairs
for this task. All the audio files are sampled as 24 kHz.

4.3. Perceptual evaluations
Crowdsource perceptual evaluations were conducted on English
and Japanese listeners, respectively. A total of 274 unique
listeners are completed the evaluations, including 68 English
listeners (32 female, 33 male and 3 for unknown) and 206
Japanese listeners (110 female and 96 male).
4.3.1. Evaluation metrics
Mean opinion score (MOS) is used for speech quality evaluation. During tests, the listeners were asked to rate the naturalness of the converted speech sample on a five-point scale: (1)
Bad, (2) Poor, (3) Fair, (4) Good, and (5) Excellent.
To evaluate the speaker similarity, the Same/Different
paradigm from the VCC 2018 is used. During tests, the listeners
listened to samples from target and converted, then asked to rate
speaker similarity of the two samples on a four-point scale: (4)
same speaker, absolutely sure, (3) same speaker, not sure, (2)
different speaker, not sure, and (1) different speaker, absolutely
sure.

4.2. Participants
In total, 33 teams participated the VCC 2020, which are denoted
from T01 to T33. Specifically, there are 31 and 28 teams submitted their results for the intra-lingual and cross-lingual conversion tasks, respectively. Among the systems, T11, T16 and
T22 are baseline systems provided by organizers. T11 [22] is
the top system of VCC 2018, T16 [42] is bulit with CycleVAE

4.3.2. Results for intra-lingual VC
Subjective test results on intra-lingual VC task are shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. the original source and target speakers
are denoted as SOU and TAR. Our system is denoted as T25.
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achieves average naturalness and similarity MOS of 4.08 and
3.08, respectively.
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